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THE WELLSAY

Dear Readers,

Greetings to you!!!

I am very happy that Department of Computer Science and Engineering is releasing the 1st 
issue of  ‘The Wellsay’  as a forerunner of the Department activities. It is a technical platform 
to bring out the hidden talents of students and faculty.

The major strength of the department is a team of well qualified and dedicated faculty, who are 
continuously supporting the students for their academic excellence.

 I take this opportunity to congratulate our staff editor Prof.Malathi S Y,Prof. Sneha Alagwadi 
and the student coordinators Mr. Zeeshan Ali Mannur, Ms. Wasfiya Zarheen, Mr. Wadad 
Parker and Ms. Vidyashree Revankar for their great effort in making this news letter a reality. 
We look forward to receive constructive feedback and suggestions from our esteemed readers  
for the forthcoming issues.

With best wishes for a healthy and prosperous life ahead!!

Dear students,

It gives me a great pleasure to write few words as preamble for our in-house college 
newsletter. It is exclusively meant for bringing out the hidden talent of our students. I am sure 
this newsletter will help to acquire knowledge, skills and research through talent 
transformation in Engineering & Technology

At the Jain College of Engineering & Technology, Hubballi, we take immense pride in the fact 
that our students receive the best quality education. This is made possible by following very 
high standards of teaching and learning. Our excellence is not just confined to the classroom; 
we are also notably active in conducting hands-on workshops, seminars, guest lectures and 
other co-curricular activities. These activities expose students to aspects beyond the 
curriculum, thus adding high value to their professional success.

The country needs more creative and innovative talents to meet the unprecedented challenges 
and advantages of the vast opportunities presented by technological changes and globalization. 
Therefore there is a necessity to renew our commitment to excellence in education.

It gives me a profound privilege and pleasure to inform that this institution is putting 
consistent efforts to serve the nation at its best. The main focus of the institution is to empower 
the students with sound knowledge, wisdom, experience, life values and methodological 
training both at the academic level and in the highly competitive global market.I like to 
conclude preamble by wishing all my dear students best of luck, I wish all of you achieve a 
great success socially and economically.
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BEYOND CURRICULUM

CODE-O-CLOCK  HACKATHON

C WORKSHOP 

JAVA WORKSHOP

Hackathon Conducted on

01/12/2021 




A hackathon based on c programming problems 
statements which were needed to be sloved in a limited 
amount of time.




Hackathon Conducted by-

Gagan Naik 7th Sem 

Wadad Parker 7th Sem

Zeeshan Ali Mannur 7th Sem

Ananda Vaishnavi 5th Sem

Keziya Kurain 5th Sem








 


Java Workshop Conducted from 

28/10/2021 to 30/10/2021  

 




It was a 3 day’s workshop to provide opportunity for 
students to enrich their knowledge in the area of OOP and 
to provide hands-on excersize with focus on developing 
applications using java.





Java Workshop Conducted by 

Experts from Smart IT Solution, Hubli

C Workshop Conducted on

19/11/2021




Workshop conducted by the members of developer’s 
club to give crash course on fundamentals of C 
programming language.





Workshop Conducted by-

Gagan Naik 7th Sem 

Wadad Parker 7th Sem

Zeeshan Ali Mannur 7th Sem

Ananda Vaishnavi 5th Sem

Keziya Kurain 5th Sem









ARTICLE 1 :- For smart city planning and growth, city management 
organizations must go beyond short-term goals and resort to 
technology, such as computer vision

Smart cities use a mix of low-power sensors, cameras, and AI 
algorithms to continuously monitor the city’s efficiency. 
Governments benefit greatly from the use of computer vision and 
other related technologies. These technologies allow city 
administrators to easily integrate and manage assets. As the ‘eyes’ 
of the city, computer vision plays an important role in smart city 
management. The following are some of the most important 
computer vision applications for smart cities:




Smart Traffic and Bicycle Monitoring

Greater urban density usually means more 
automobiles, which means more traffic 
congestion, longer travel times, accidents, 
local air pollution, and carbon emissions – 
not to mention a general sensation of 
exhaustion, tension, and anxiety. An edge-
enabled computer vision system may 
record a real-time picture of traffic 
conditions using new or existing street 
cameras, and then correlate this 
information with specifically trained 
machine learning algorithms.


 Smart Parking Monitoring

The use of computer vision technologies can 
assist authorities in providing better 
services. is responsible for the 
administration of parking places. Drivers 
looking for vacant parking places cause a 
major portion of daily traffic delays and 
emissions in a congested city. It is feasible 
to detect automobiles coming or departing a 
parking space, automatically recognise plate 
numbers, and record the parking period 
using parking lot AI cameras. All of the 
foregoing data may be uploaded into a 
single, cloud-based database, allowing city 
officials to save money on parking 
enforcement. 


  Road Condition Monitoring

To monitor concrete and asphalt civil 
infrastructure, computer vision-based fault 
identification and condition evaluation is 
being developed. Pavement condition 
evaluation gives data that may be used to 
make more cost-effective and consistent 
judgments about pavement network 
maintenance. Pavement distress inspections 
are usually carried out with the use of 
sophisticated data-gathering vehicles and/
or on-the-ground surveys.




Public Space Monitoring

Water treatment and distribution systems, 
electricity networks, telephone equipment, 
street lighting, highways, tunnels, and 
bridges are all examples of public 
infrastructure that cities are responsible 
for. However, the inevitability of a large 
number of infrastructure-related accidents 
can strain even the most well-resourced 
teams, resulting in a response that is 
neither quick nor optimal. City authorities, 
on the other hand, will be able to swiftly 
make effective and efficient judgments if a 
cloud-based system has access to the 
footage accessible from all local CCTV 
networks, analyses it, and automatically 
advises on timely actions.


NAME
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Asst Prof , 
Department of CSE




ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MULTIPLIED ITS APPLICATION



AI and Big Data have been at the heart of technological development. 
However this year we saw a real expansion in their applications. On 
the other hand, they have drove the development of new self-piloted 
ships and mining machineries, but they also were behind 
archaeological and historical findings. Through analyzing manuscript 
of the Archive of the Inices. AI confirmed that the spanicardi 
discovered Australia. New Gepglyphs were also identified in the 
Nazca Desert. Both discoveries confirmed that AI could help the 
future and better understand our past.

ARTICLE 2 :-

NAME

Nikita Rokhade


3rd Sem B

NAME

Sirisha Princy 


7th Sem B

The Blue Sky



As I am sitting at the corner of the boudoir,

staring at the blue sky through the windowpane.

Thoughts are running all over my mind;

tears welled up in my eyes,

making the vision blurry and wavy. 



Reflecting on where I have come from and where I am now.

Leaving my people behind and being here with the phony people;

tears are rolling down my cheeks

even though I am holding it back. 



Slowly the blue sky fades away 

taking all my blues away,

Filled me with Love and Strength 

made to believe its all worth it,

Turning all my tears into dance the blue sky disappears

ARTICLE 3 :-


